lndependent Observer Report
USA Gymnastics Men's Program Committee (MPCI Meetings

tune4-.5,2O2l

Attendees:

Mife Serra - Chairman of MPC & Junior Coaches' Representative
Justin Spring - Senior Coaches' Representative
Randy Jepson - Senior Coaches' Representative
Kip Simons - Athlete Representative
Sergei Pakanich - Junior Coaches' Representative
Paul Ruggeri - Athlete Representative
Brett McClure - HPD (voice, no vote)
David Klein - MDPC Chairman (voice, no vote)
Mike Juszczyk - NGJA Representative (voice, no vote; only present June 4)
Dusty Ritter - MDP Coordinator (voice, no vote)
Raj Bhavsar - MDP Assistant - (voice, no vote)
Lisa Mendel-Men's Program Manager
Jerit Pogue-MDPC Member (only present June 4)
Kensley Behel-Gymcastic (only present June 4)
Jessica Renteria-USAG Athletes'Council & Men's Olympic Selection Committee Athlete
Representative (only present June 4)
Michelle Pujals - lndependent Observer (process voice, no vote) (via Zoom both days)
Member Not ln Attendance:
Jason Woodnick

-

Men's VP

The Meetings were held in Fort Worth, Texas, where the 2021 US Championships were held.

lune 4,202t
The Meeting was called to order by the Chairman Mike Serra at 4:08 p.m. (CT).

l.

Men's Program Reports

The meeting began with the presentation of reports concerning varying topics relevant to the
Men's Program. High-Performance Director Brett McClure advised the MPC about the hiring of
the Pictor Group, who willfacilitate the development of NCAA men's gymnastics programs. He
added that members of the Pictor Group are having many conversations with athletic directors
about starting new programs in all of the NCAA's divisions. The HPD also announced that the
Winter Cup will remain aligned with a women's premier event, and that the Program will
schedule its2022 qualifying event in conjunction with the women's GK US Classic.

Men's Development Program Coordinator Dusty Ritter reported on the 2021 Development
Program Nationals, which were held in May of 2021in Daytona, FL, in conjunction with the
Women's Program. The Saturday night of the event included a championship session for the
GymACT college programs. He stated that there were 14 qualifying athletes, aged between LL14, with 10 new athletes, and that the "D" score was used as a part of the discretionary
selection criteria for the four open spots on the Level 8/9 National Team selection. The MDp
Coordinator also announced that that there will be two national team camps in lndianapolis for
the team selected this week, and another 14 athletes willjoin them, with the top three from
each group selected, plus five open spots. He advised that, next year, the age bracketing for
juniors will be adjusted to mirror FlG.
MPC Chairman Michael Serra discussed

the MPC's need to review and finalize the drafts of the
Men's Program charters (which are due to the Board of Directors on July 1). He mentioned that
the amendments to the charters are being done at the direction of USAG, at the behest of the
USOPC, and are designed to increase accountability and representation. The MPC Chairman
also reviewed several changes to the Men's Program that are reflected in the charters,
including the creation of a new Senior Selection Committee whose sole purpose will be to
select the national team (which previously has been the responsibility of the MPC).
Men's Development Program Committee Chairman David Klein advised that the members of
the MDPC have been working toward fulfilling the requirements from the USOPC for the MDPC
Charter and Committee composition and operations. He discussed the challenges of finding the
required representation for the committee under the new requirements. The MDPC Chairman
also advised that four-year term limits have been agreed upon for the committee.

ll.

Discussion of Senior Development Team

The MPC discussed the introduction of a new 18-20 year old Senior Development Team with
four members. The athletes on this team will not be official members of the NationalTeam,
but will be invited to Senior Training Camps. Pursuant to the current selection documentation,
the athletes will be selected via "D" score criteria; however, the documentation does not
include criteria for a situation in which less than four athletes meet the "D" score criteria.
Several options for ways to fill those positions (if they exist) were suggested and discussed.
Ultimately, the MPC determined that the appropriate action for selection, if four athletes do
not achieve the "D" score requirements, would be to go by rank order oI "D" score.
A motion was made (and seconded) that, in the event that four athletes do not fill the four
available spots based on the current written criteria for the Senior Development Team, the
athletes will be ranked based on their start value subtracted from the relevant benchmark and
selected in rank order. That motion passed unanimously.

There was a break in the Meeting from 5:49-5:56 p.m. (CT)
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lll.

Team Selections on June 5

The MPC Chairman set forth the plan and selection procedures for the June 5th meeting of the
MPC. He discussed the selection of the Junior NationalTeam and the possible consideration of
JNT petitions,

the selection of the Junior Pan Am Team, and the selection of the Senior National
Team and the possible consideration of several SNT petitions. lt was noted that up to 21
athletes can be selected for the SNT and funding for the 12 funded spots on the team will be
determined at the Olympic Trials.

lV.

NGJA Update

NGJA Representative Mike Juszczyk announced that Butch Zunich is being nominated for a
position on the FIG MTC, which will come to a vote in November. He also discussed the NGJA's

future strategic i nitiatives.

V.

Adiournment

On a passed motion, the Meeting was adjourned at 6:14 p.m. (CT)

June 5, 2021
The Meeting was called to order by the Chairman Mike Serra at 10:10 p.m. (CT).

l.

Selection of the iunior National Team

As discussed at the June 4th meeting, this MPC Meeting began with the selection of the Junior
National Team. As set forth in the curent MPC procedures, these athletes received the first
nine spots on the team (through AA ranking in their respective age divisions):

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Xander Hong
Toby Liang
Caleb Melton
Alexandru Nitache
Cole Partridge
Vahe Petrosyan
Fred Richard
Kai Uemura
lgnacio Yockers

For the remaining five open selections, the MPC looked at the "D" scores (the next
consideration under the procedures), but the athletes from the field with the two highest "D"
scores had already been named to the team. As a result, the MPC then moved to the discussion
of the three petitions submitted for Junior National Team consideration. At this time, Sergei
Pakanich recused himself from the Meeting due to conflicts of interest.
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The MPC discussed and considered Asher Hong's petition and noted that his prior event
performances would have garnered him a spot on the team. A motion was made (and
seconded) to select him for the JNT, and the motion passed 5-0 (with a recusal by Sergei
Pakanich). Next, the MPC discussed and considered Landen Blixt's petition, comparing his
previous performances to others in his age group. A motion was made (and seconded)to select
him for the JNT, and the motion passed 4-0-1 (with a recusal by Sergei Pakanich and an
abstention from Justin Spring). The MPC also discussed and considered the petition of Maxim
Bereznev, but it was not sent to a motion.
It was noted that, since the procedures state that not more than two of the five spots can be
selected from the same age group, the last two spots (of the 14) cannot be from the 17 age
group, but must be 15 or 16. There was a discussion of several athletes in the 15 and 16 groups
for consideration as members of the team. After a discussion of the interpretation of the
written criteria for selection, it was noted that, under a close reading of the criteria, Toma
Murakawa (15) and David Shamah (16) had already met the stated criteria for selection. As a
result, they were added to the team, and a motion was not necessary.

fillthe final spot on the team, the MPC moved to the "ZD+E" formula, and it was determined
that Caden Clinton (16) should be named to the JNT. A motion was made (and seconded)to
select him for the JNT, and the motion passed 5-0 (with a recusal by Sergei Pakanich).
To

ll.

Selection of the Team for the Junior Pan Am Games

Sergei Pakanich then re-joined the meeting.
The next item for the MPC was the identification of the athletes for the Junior Pan American
Games Team. These athletes from the FIG 16-18 year-old division (i.e., born between 20032005)will be chosen exclusively by performance results. The MPC determined that the decision
should be postponed untilall data could be collected and verified forthe naming of the team.
It was noted that the final approval for the team will be done via email and will be completed

before the July 2nd deadline for registration.

lll.

Selection of the Senior National Team

forth in the MPC's selectign procedures, the following athletes were confirmed to the
Senior NationalTeam:

As set

Pan American Championships Team (currentlv in Brazil):

o
o
o
o
o

Riley Loos
Vitaly Guimaraes
Paul Juda

DonnellWhittenburg
Cameron Bock
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All-Around Top Six from 2021 USA Championships:
o Brody Malone
o Yul Moldauer
o Sam Mikulak
o Brandon Briones
o Allan Bower
o Akash Modi
Four Athletes from 2021 USA Championships

o
o
o
o

lGPoint Svstem:

Shane Wiskus
Eddie Penev
Gage Dyer

lan Gunther

lndividual Event Qualifiers from 2021 USA Championships:
o Alex Diab (Still Rings)
o Stephen Nedoroscik (Pommel Horse)
Since the automatic selections totaled 17 athletes, the MPC had up to four more available spots

for the Senior National Team or the Olympic Trials. lt was noted that the priority for the
remaining spots are: Olympic Team; +1 Olympic spot; and World Championships. Also, it was
stated that the MPC needs five replacement athletes for the Tokyo Olympics in case there is a
COVI D-related disqualifi cation.

the four available spots, the MPC next moved on to the three petitions it had received to
the Senior National Team and the one petition to Olympic Trials. Before considering the
petitions, it was determined that Alec Yoder fulfilled the lndividual Event criteria through his
scores on Pommel Horse (although he did not win his event and could not earn the automatic
selection), but deserved a NationalTeam selection. A motion was made (and seconded) to
select him for the SNT, and the motion passed unanimously.
For

Next, the petition of Colin Van Wicklen to compete at the Olympic Trials was discussed and
considered, and it was determined that he should be permitted to compete at the Trials based
upon his previous performance results. A motion was made (and seconded)to approve his
petition to Olympic Trials, and the motion passed unanimously.
The MPC noted the need to fill all 21 spots for Olympic Trials and determined that the athletes
next in line would be based on All-Around results. The petitions to the SNT from lsaiah Drake
and Kanji Oyama were discussed and considered, but not sent to motions. The petition of
Brandon Wynn, which was disclosed to the MPC during the Meeting, was not considered
because it did not meet the required submission criteria.
Based on the All-Around results, Robert Neff was identified as the next athlete that should be
considered to be selected to the Senior National Team. A motion was made (and seconded) to
select him for the SNI and the motion passed unanimously.
5

Once it was determined that there were no potential lndividual Event athletes that had been
overlooked for a spot on the SNT, the MPC identified Matt Wenske as the next All-Around
athlete that should be considered to be selected to the Senior NationalTeam. A motion was
made (and seconded) to select him for the SNT, and the motion passed unanimously.

lV.

Selection of the Senior Development Team

Based on the MPC's criteria for the Senior Development Team (including as set forth in the
motion passed during the June 4th MpC meeting), the foilowing athletes were selected to be

named to the Senior Development Team:

o
o
o
o
o

Joseph Pepe
Khoi young
Dallas Hale

Taylor Burkhart
Colt Walker

As there was a

tie for the fourth spot on the team, the MpC determined that five athletes
should be named to the team (instead of four). A motion was made (and seconded) to setect
these five athletes for the Senior Development Team, and the motion passed unanimously.

V.

Adiournment

On a passed motion, the Meeting was adjourned at 12:30 a.m. (CT).

the best of my knowledge, information and belief, this Report accurately reflects the actions
taken by the MPC at its June 4 and June 5, 2021 Meetings. ln addition, I reviewed the content
of the MPC Meeting Minutes for both June 4 and June 5,202L, and those Minutes are attached
as Exhibit A to this Report.
To

\

ln

f
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EXHIBIT A

MPC

Meeting-

Championships
June 4, 2021
US

Meeting called to order by Chair; Mike Serra at 4:08 p.m. (CT)
Members present:
Mike Serra-Chairman & Junior Coaches' Representative
Brett McClure-H igh-Performance Director
Justin Spring-Senior Coaches' Representative
Randy Jepson-Senior Coaches' Representative
Sergei Pakanich-Junior Coaches' Representative
Kip Simons-Ath letes' Representative
Paul Ruggeri-Ath letes' Representative
David Klein-MDPC Chairman (voice, no vote)
Mike Juszczyk-NGJA Representative (voice, no vote)
Raj Bhavsar-MDP Assistant (voice, no vote)
Dusty Ritter-MDP Coordinator (voice, no vote)
Members not present:
Jason

Woodnick-Men's Program VP

Non-Members Present
Michelle Pujals-tndependent Observer (via Zoom; process voice, no vote)
Lisa Mendel- Men's Program Manager
Jerit Pogue-MDPC Member
Kensley Behel-Gymcastic
Jessica Renteria-USAG Athletes'Council & Men's Olympic Selection Committee Athlete
Representative

l.

Reoorts

The meeting commenced with the presentation of reports concerning varying topics relevant to
the Men's Program.
High-Performance Director (Brett McClure) :
' The hiring of the Pictor Group was announced and they have been hired to facilitate the
development of NCAA programs. This is a very positive development. Members of the
Pictor Group are having many conversations with athletic directors about starting new
NCAA men's programs in allof the NCAA's divisions.
The
Winter Cup will remain aligned with a women's premier event. The Men's Program
'
is also looking forward to schedulingits 2022 qualifying event in conjunction with the
women's GK US Classic, which is about three weeks out from USA Championships.
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Ment Development Program (Dusty Ritter):
o

a

a

2021 Development Program Nationals were held in May of 2O2l in Daytona, FL, in
conjunction with the Women's Program. The Saturday night of the event included a
championship session for the GymACT college programs.
This was the first meet in a year for junior athletes. There were 14 qualifying athletes,
aged between 11-14, with 10 new athletes.
The "D" score was used as a part of the discretionary selection criteria for the four open
spots on the Level 8/9 NationalTeam selection and it worked well.
There will be two national team camps in lndianapolis for the team selected this week,
and another 14 athletes willjoin them. The top three from each group will be selected,
plus five open spots.
Next year, the age bracketing for juniors will be adjusted to mirror FlG.

MPC Chairman (Michael Serra):

'

'

'

The MPC needs to finalize the drafts of the Men's Program charters, as they must be
submitted for review very soon. The draft charters will be sent to the BOD on July 1.
These drafts must be thoroughly reviewed before submission because they will define
the new processes for how the Men's Program conducts all of its business moving
forward. The changes in amendments and restructuring are being done at the direction
of USAG, at the behest of the USOPC, and are designed to increase accountability and
representation.
These drafts include a significant restructuring for the Men's Program. The MPC will be
the main standing committee that reports to the BOD (as it is currently), but the
composition of the committee willchange. A new Senior Selection Committee will be
created, and its sole purpose will be to select the national team (which previously has
been the responsibility of the MPC). The MPC will be developing selection procedures
to determine who from each committee will be on the MPC and is hoping to have
broader representation from the community.
As to the Selection Committee charter, the Senior and Junior Committees will be parallel
in structure, with two coaches' representatives. While elite coach representation is
important, members of the Committees cannot have athletes on their current national
teams (both Senior and Junior). This rule eliminates the appearance and/or chance of
conflicts of interest in the selection process.

MDPC Chairman (David Klein):
MDPC - Members of the MDPC have been working toward

'

'

fulfilling the requirements
from the USOPC for a long time with regards to the MDPC Charter and Committee
composition and operations. Typically, committees are 5-7 members, but the MDPC
requires regional representation from all nine regions. This presents a problem in that
the Committee now needs 4-5 athlete representatives, depending on the final
composition of the Committee. Finding eligible and engaged athlete representatives for
all committees may prove to be challenging.
MDPC term limits have been a major area of discussion as well. Four-year term limits
have been agreed upon; they should be starting 2022, with staggered start times so that
there is not a new Committee every four years.
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ll.

Discussion on Senior Development Team
a

a

ln 2OZL, the Men's Program introduced a new 18-20 year old Senior Development Team
with four members. Jason Woodnick has worked to create documentation for the
changes to conform what other sports are currently doing. These athletes are not
officially members of the National Team, but will be invited to Senior Training Camps.
The Men's Program has always invited additional athletes to training camps, and the
Senior Development Team is essentially those additional athletes, but with an official
title moving forward. There is currently no budget for this team, as it is a new initiative
that is being introduced, but it was stated in the 2021-2024 High Performance Plan as
being a key initiative in this quad.
Pursuant to the current selection documentation, "D" score criteria has been set for
naming athletes to the SDT. However, the Committee needs to determine the selection
for spots if four athletes do not achieve the "D" score criteria.
One suggestion was to allow the High-Performance Director and Men's Development
Program Coordinator to select athletes, but other members of the Committee felt that
there should be a list of parameters set forth that allow results to dictate selection. The
less subjective the process, the better.
The next item for discussion revolved around petitions to the SDT. No petition process
has been established for this team. Therefore, it is too late to create a petition process
mid-competition. As a result, petitions cannot be allowed for this team.
Rank order of results appeared to be the fairest process. lt was determined that the
appropriate action for selection, if four athletes do not achieve the "D" score
requirements, would be to go by rank order of "D" score.

Motion: ln the event that four athletes do not fill the four available spots based on the current
written criteria for the Senior Development Team, the athletes will be ranked based on their
start value subtracted from the relevant benchmark (90.5 for Juniors and 92.0 for Seniors) and
selected in rank order.

Motion: Randy Jepson
Second: Sergei Pakanich
Motion Passed: Unanimously

There was a break in the meeting from 5:49-5:56 p.m. (CT)

lll.

NationalTeam Selection and Order of Operations for Dav 2 MPC Meetine

Michael Serra set forth the game plan for the June 5 meeting of the MPC.
A.

Selection of the Junior NationalTeam. The selection procedures, which were reviewed
and briefly discussed, can be viewed here:
httos://usaevm.orslPDFs/Pressbox/Selection%20Procedures/m-2Lchampsir.pdf
a

J

The MPC may also need to consider two Junior National Team petitions from Landon Blixt and
Asher Hong.

B.

Selection for Junior Pan Am Team. The team will have five members (three athletes and
two non-traveling athletes), plus two coaches. The first three athletes are by AA rank order. The
next two spots are based of the "ZD+E" score formula. Alternate athletes are by AA results after
the top five. The Junior Pan Am Games selection procedures can be viewed here: https://
usasvm.orq/paseslmen/paees/selection procedures.html

C.

Selection of the Senior NationalTeam, which can include up to 21 athletes. The
selection procedures can be viewed here:
https://usaeym.orglPDFs/Pressbox/Selection%20P!.ocedures/m_21champs_0428.pdf
Under the procedures, automatic selection is as follows:
' The five members of the Senior Pan Am Championships Team
' The top six athletes from AA rank order (Day l and Day 2 combined)
' The top four athletes from the 10-point program (if not already named to the team)
' lndividual Event athletes who meet one of the stated criteria. After Day 1, there are two
athletes have met the lE criteria: Sam Mikulak on High Bar and Alex Diab on Still Rings.
There are others in a position to meet the criteria after Day 2.
' Petitions will be considered
' Discretionary criteria (which for the Olympic Games are team needs)
It was stated that NationalTeam funding will be determined at the Olympic Trials. The funding
document can be viewed here: https://usaeym.orsloaees/men/pases/
selection procedures.html

lV.
a

a

NGJA Update

Butch Zunich is being nominated for a position on the FIG MTC. The vote will occur in
November by the Presidents of each Federation.
A future project for the NGJA will be strategic initiatives, including diversity and
inclusion, learning and development, and a major review of its by-laws.

Motion: To adjourn at 6:14 p.m.

(CT)

Motion: Randy Jepson
Second: Sergei Pakanich
Motion Passed: Unanimously
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MPC Chairman Signature

6.8.21
Date

Michael Serra
Print Name
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- US Championships
June 5,2021

MPC Meeting

Meeting called to order by Chair, Mike Serra at 10:10 p.m. (CT).
Members present:
Mike Serra-Chairman & Junior Coaches' Representative
Brett McClure- H igh-Performance Director
Justin Spring-Senior Coaches' Representative
Randy Jepson-Senior Coaches' Representative
Sergei Pakanich-Junior Coaches' Representative
Kip Simons-Ath letes' Representative
Paul Ruggeri
-Athletes' Representative
David Klein-MDPC Chairman (voice, no vote)
Raj Bhavsar-MDP Assistant (voice, no vote)
Dusty Ritter-MDP Coordinator (voice, no vote)
Members not present:

Woodnick-Men's Program VP
Mike Juszczyk- NGJA Representative

Jason

Non-Members Present
Michelle Pujals:lndependent Observer (via Zoom; process voice, no vote)
Lisa Mendel- Men's Program Manager

l.

Junior National Team Selection (14 athletes)

The following nine athletes are confirmed to the Junior National Team through AA ranking in
their respective age divisions:

>
>

Toby Liang

>-

Caleb Melton

>
>
>

'

Xander Hong

Alexandru Nitache
Cole Partridge
Vahe Petrosyan

Three petitions have been submitted forJunior NationalTeam consideration, but the
open selection spots must be reviewed first. Since the athletes from the field with the

1

a

a

two highest "D" scores have already been named to the team, the Committee moved on
to the petitions.
Sergei Pakanich recused himself from this conversation as he has athletes that are
eligible for selection to the Junior National Team.
Asher Hong's petition was discussed and considered, and it was noted that he prior
event performances would have garnered him a spot on the team.

Motion: To approve the petition submitted by Asher Hong and name him to the Junior National
Team (based on previous performance results).
Motion: Randy Jepson
Second: Kip Simons
Motion Passed:5-0
Recused member not voting: Sergei Pakanich
Landen Blixt's petition was discussed and considered, and his previous performances
were compared with others in his age group.

Motion: To approve the petition submitted by Landen Blixt and name him to the Junior National
Team (based on previous performance results).
Motion: Mike Serra
Second: RandyJepson
Motion Passed:4-0-1 (Justin Spring abstained from voting)
Recused member not voting: Sergei Pakanich

'
'
'
'

Maxim Bereznev's petition was discussed and considered, but not sent to a motion.
Since the procedures state that not more than two of the five spots can be selected from
the same age group, the last two spots cannot be from the 17 age group, but must be 15
or 16. There was a discussion of several athletes in the 15 and 16 groups for
consideration as members of the team.
There was a discussion of the interpretation of the written criteria for s€lection, and it
was pointed out that under a close reading of the criteria Toma Murakawa (15) and
David Shamah (16) had already met the stated criteria. As a result, they were added to
the team, and a motion was not necessary.
Based on the "2D+E" formula, it was determined that Caden Clinton (16) should be
named to the Junior NationalTeam.

Motion: To name Caden Clinton to the Junior NationalTeam.
Motion: Randy Jepson
Second: Kip Simons
Motion Passed:5-0
Recused member not voting: Sergei Pakanich

ll.

Junior Pan Am Games
2

The MPC needs to identify the athletes for the Junior Pan American Games Team. This
competition has been postponed to November 2O2L, and the team is chosen exclusively by
results. Athletes must be FIG 16-18 year-old division (i.e., born between 2003-2005)'
Due to the length of the conversation, the decision was made to put the naming of the team on
hold until all data could be collected and verified for naming of the team. Final approval for the
team will be done via email and will be completed before the July 2ra deadline for registration.

lll.

SeniorNationalTeamSelection

A.

the MPC's selection procedures, the following athletes were confirmed to the Senior
NationalTeam:
Per

Pan American Championships Team (currentlv in Brazil):

Riley Loos

Vitaly Guimaraes
Paul Juda
Donnell Whittenburg
Cameron Bock

All-Around Too Six from 2021 USA Championshios:
Brody Malone
Yul Moldauer
Sam Mikulak
Brandon Briones
Allan Bower
Akash Modi
Four Athletes Points from 2021 USA Championships lO-ooint svstem:
Shane Wiskus
Eddie Penev
Gage Dyer

lan Gunther

lndividual Event Qualifiers from 2021 USA Chamoionships:
Alex Diab (Still Rings)
Stephen Nedoroscik (Pommel Horse)

J

B.

Additional Spots on the NationalTeam

'

The automatic selections totaled 17 athletes. As a result, up to four more spots are
available for the Senior NT or the Olympic Trials. The priority for the remaining spots are
as follows:
o Olympic Team
o +1 Olympic spot
o World Championships
ln addition, the MPC is looking at five replacement athletes for Tokyo in case there is a
COVID-related disqualification. This includes four potentialteam athletes and one
individual alternate.
The MPC received three petitions to the Senior NT and one petition to Olympic Trials.
lt was noted that Alec Yoder fulfilled the lndividual Event criteria through his scores on
Pommel Horse. He did not win his event, and therefore, could not earn the automatic
selection, but his scores were world class and deserving of National Team selection.

'
'
'

Motion: To name Alec Yoder to the Senior NationalTeam
Motion: Randy Jepson
Second: Paul Ruggeri
Motion Passed: Unanimously
a

The petition of Colin Van Wicklen to compete at the Olympic Trials was discussed and
considered, and it was determined that he should be permitted to compete at the Trials
(based upon his previous performance results).

Motion: To approve and accept the petition from Colin Van Wicklen to participate at the
Olympic Trials.
Motion: Sergei Pakanich
Second: Paul Ruggeri
Motion Passed: Unanimously
a

a

a

At this juncture, two possible spots remained. The discussion turned to the need to fill
all2L spots for Olympic Trials and the athletes next in line based off AA results.
The petitions to the Senior NationalTeam from lsaiah Drake and Kanji Oyama were
discussed and considered, but not sent to motion. The petition of Brandon Wynn, which
was disclosed during the Meeting, was not considered because he did not meet the
criteria for submission.
Based on the next AA results, Robert Neff was identified as the next athlete that should
be considered to be selected to the Senior NationalTeam.

Motion: To name Robert Neff to the Senior National Team
Motion: Paul Ruggeri
4

Second: Kip Simons
Motion Passed: Unanimously
Once it was determined that there were no potential lE athletes that had been
overlooked for a spot on the National Team, the MPC identified Matt Wenske as the next
AA athlete that should be considered to be selected to the Senior National Team.

Motion: To name Matt Wenske to the Senior NationalTeam
Motion: Randy Jepson
Second: Paul Ruggeri
Motion Passed: Unanimously

lV.

Senior Development Team

Based on the criteria for the Senior Development Team, including with the motion passed
during the June 4 MPC meeting, the following athletes will be named to the Senior
Development Team:

>
>
>
>
>

Joseph Pepe
KhoiYoung
Dallas Hale
Taylor Burkhart
Colt Walker

Due to a tie for the fourth spot, five athletes were named to the team

Motion: To select these five named athletes to the Senior Development Team
Motion: Justin Spring
Second: Paul Ruggeri
Motion Passed: Unanimously
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Motion to adjourn the meeting at 12:30 a.m. (CT)

Motion: Randy Jepson
Second: Kip Simons
Motion Passed: Unanimously

MPC Chairman Signature

6.8.21
Date

Michael Serra
Print Name
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